Where Has She Gone?
Lucy was your average girl, kind smart and funny up until year 7. That’s when she faced bullying, all
for the way she looked!! That’s when the gothic features arrived, black hair with a thick fringe, dark
clothing with doc martins and pale foundation.
Lucy did this to cover up how she was feeling, but really, she was feeling hopeless, depressed and
miserable. Lucy found herself walking for miles until she reached her destination “suicide forest”,
she felt torn inside because she couldn’t go through the agony in life anymore. Then she found
herself at a fast-flowing river, she was debating to jump but then all of a sudden, she felt the
pressure of someone’s heavy cold hands pushing her forwards, but no one was there, another firm
push and Lucy was pushed over into the river. Lucy wasn’t seen again.
A week later a married couple named Ben and Terry were peacefully hiking in the forest where Lucy
had disappeared, Ben went for a wee behind a tree then saw a young girl who looked scared, crying
and worried. The girl didn’t notice Ben until Terry shouted him. The couple started to walk over to
her and started asking questions, “are you okay”, “are you lost?” Terry asked in a concerned
manner. The girl didn’t say anything but “Take me home”, in a deep voice with a blank expression on
her face. The couple considered what to do, Terry wanted to help but Ben wasn’t sure, he said the
girl seemed strange. However, Terry felt sorry for her and couldn’t leave her in the woods all alone.
They didn’t think they would be coming home from there morning hike with a girl, the couple have a
dog named Zeus he is the friendliest dog but for some reason he was barking viciously towards her.
Ben called Terry in to the kitchen for a chat about the girl, they had good morning Britain on the mini
tv in the kitchen and it mentioned a girl called Lucy that had vanished and was last seen in suicide
forest. They showed a picture of the pale faced, gothic looking girl.
Then, stood at the door was the girl, “I think that’s Lucy “, said Ben in a nervous voice, “well
nooooo!” said Terry in a sarcastic but scared manner. She looked possessed, white eyes and gothic
clothing, her body was trembling, the atmosphere in the room became dark, cold waves flew across
the kitchen. Terry and Ben were terrified and at that point they knew that she was Lucy. Suddenly all
the electricity went out and all but one light that shimmered directly on to Lucy’s blood curdling
body. Ben and Terry were frozen with fear, nobody moved, the room was silent. Abruptly the silence
was disturbed by the sounds of pitter-pattering paws, Zeus appeared out of the thick darkness, Ben
and Terry were optimistic and thought he could help them. Although as he came into the light next
to Lucy, they saw his eyes, like Lucy’s they were pale white and lifeless, he had saliva dribbling down
his jaws. Once the dog came into the light, Lucy and Zeus began to drift in slow motion towards the
petrified couple. Ben and Terry wished knew they didn’t go on that hike; they should have stopped
at home and followed lockdown rules!!!!!

